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Abstract: The CMS silicon tracker, consisting of 1440 silicon pixel and 15,148 silicon strip detector modules, has been aligned using more than three million cosmic ray charged particles, with additional information from optical surveys. The positions of the modules were determined with respect to cosmic ray trajectories to an average precision of 3–4 microns RMS in the barrel and 3–14 microns RMS in the endcap in the most sensitive coordinate. The results have been validated by several studies, including laser beam cross-checks, track fit self-consistency, track residuals in overlapping module regions, and track parameter resolution, and are compared with predictions obtained from simulation. Correlated systematic effects have been investigated. The track parameter resolutions obtained with this alignment are close to the design performance.
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1 Introduction

The main goal of the CMS experiment [1] is to explore physics at the TeV energy scale exploiting the proton-proton collisions delivered by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [2]. The CMS silicon tracking detector (tracker) [3, 4] consists of 1440 silicon pixel and 15148 silicon strip detector modules and is located, together with the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, inside a superconducting solenoidal magnet operating at a field of 3.8 T. Outside of the solenoid, the muon system is used both for triggering on muons and reconstructing their trajectories.

The aim of the tracker is to measure the trajectories of charged particles (tracks) with excellent momentum, angle, and position resolution, and with high pattern recognition efficiency [5]. Precise determination of the position of all silicon modules is a challenging task and one of the critical aspects for achieving the design track parameter resolutions. In the context of alignment, position is used throughout this paper to refer both to the location of the center point of active areas on
modules and to the orientation of active areas. The hit position resolution is in the range 10 to 30 $\mu$m and therefore the alignment precision should be better than 10 $\mu$m to achieve optimal track parameter resolution. Simulation studies based on the design (ideal) tracker geometry imply an impact parameter resolution of about 15 $\mu$m and a transverse momentum ($p_T$) resolution of about 1.5% for 100 GeV/$c$ muons.

The CMS collaboration conducted a month-long data-taking exercise known as the Cosmic Run At Four Tesla (CRAFT) during October-November 2008 with the goal of commissioning the experiment for extended data-taking [6]. With all installed detector systems participating, CMS recorded 270 million cosmic-ray-triggered events with the solenoid at its nominal axial field strength of 3.8 T. However, only a few percent of those events had cosmic rays traversing the tracker volume. Prior to CRAFT and during the final installation phase of the experiment, a series of commissioning exercises to record cosmic ray events took place with the solenoid turned off from May to September 2008. The tracker was included only at the later stages of those runs and a smaller number of cosmic ray events with the tracker participation were recorded compared with CRAFT. The operating temperature of the tracker during the CRAFT data-taking period was stable at around room temperature. Excellent performance of the tracking system has been achieved with both the silicon strip [7] and silicon pixel [8] components.

In this paper, the measurement of detector module positions for the full tracker from alignment analysis with cosmic ray particles, optical survey information, and the Laser Alignment System (LAS) is presented. This work builds on the experience with the alignment of about 15% of the CMS silicon strip tracker during stand-alone commissioning [9]. Significant improvements have been introduced. Inclusion of the pixel detector and of the full strip tracker made the first alignment of the whole CMS tracker possible. The magnetic field allowed estimates of the multiple scattering effects on a track-by-track basis. The data taken with the solenoid turned off were used in this analysis to cross-check the field-on data in a small number of cases. Significantly more tracks in a single stable configuration improved statistical precision. Two complementary statistical alignment algorithms, a global and a local iterative method, were applied to the data. Although both algorithms had been used previously during stand-alone commissioning, further improvements have been introduced, such as inclusion of survey data together with tracks. Results from the alignment studies have been compared extensively with detailed Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of the detector.

This paper is structured as follows: in section 2, the tracker layout and coordinate systems are introduced. Section 3 summarizes the optical survey measurements. In section 4, the track reconstruction and alignment algorithms are described and their application to data is explained. Results are presented in section 5.

2 Tracker layout and the coordinate systems

CMS uses a right-handed coordinate system, with the origin at the nominal collision point, the $x$-axis pointing to the center of the LHC, the $y$-axis pointing up (perpendicular to the LHC plane), and the $z$-axis along the anticlockwise-beam direction. The polar angle ($\theta$) is measured from the positive $z$-axis and the azimuthal angle ($\phi$) is measured from the positive $x$-axis in the $x$-$y$ plane, whereas the radius ($r$) denotes the distance from the $z$-axis.
The CMS tracker consists of a silicon pixel detector and a silicon strip detector (figure 1). The silicon pixel detector is composed of two sub-detectors, the barrel (BPIX) and the two endcaps in the forward regions (FPiX). The pixel modules provide two-dimensional measurements of the hit position in the module planes, which effectively translate into three-dimensional measurements in space. The silicon strip detector is composed of four sub-detectors: the Tracker Inner and Outer Barrels (TIB and TOB), the Tracker Inner Disks (TID), and the Tracker Endcaps (TEC). All sub-detectors are concentrically arranged around the nominal beam axis. The two inner layers of both the TIB and TOB, the two inner rings of the TID, and the first, second, and fifth rings of the TEC are equipped with double-sided modules; all other positions have single-sided modules. Single-sided modules provide $r\phi$ measurements in the barrel and $\phi$ measurements in the endcaps. Double-sided modules are made of a pair of single-sided strip modules, one $r\phi$ and one stereo module in the barrel, and one $\phi$ and one stereo module in the endcaps, precisely mounted back-to-back, with the stereo module sensors tilted by 100 mrad. For simplicity, we refer to both $r\phi$ and $\phi$ modules as $r\phi$ in the rest of the paper.

In the barrel region, modules are arranged in linear structures parallel to the z-axis, such as ladders in the BPIX, strings in the TIB, and rods in the TOB. The endcaps are composed of disks, which in turn contain wedge-shaped structures covering a narrow $\phi$ region, such as blades in the FPIX and petals in the TEC. The BPIX and the TIB are composed of two half-barrel structures, separated along the $x = 0$ plane for the BPIX and the $z = 0$ plane for the TIB.

A local right-handed coordinate system is defined for each module with the origin at the geometric center of the active area of the module. As illustrated in figure 2, the $u$-axis is defined along the more precisely measured coordinate of the module (typically along the azimuthal direction in the global system), the $v$-axis orthogonal to the $u$-axis and in the module plane, pointing away from the readout electronics, and the $w$-axis normal to the module plane. When double-sided modules are considered as a single entity, the coordinate system is referenced to the $r\phi$ module. For the pixel system, $u$ is always orthogonal to the magnetic field, that is in global $r\phi$ direction in the BPIX.
Figure 2. Illustration of the module local coordinates $u, v, w$ and the corresponding rotations $\alpha, \beta, \gamma$ for a single-sided strip module.

and in the radial direction in the FPIX. The $v$ coordinate is perpendicular to $u$ in the sensor plane, that is along global $z$ in the BPIX and at a small angle to the global $r\phi$ direction in the FPIX. The angles $\alpha, \beta, \gamma$ indicate rotations about the $u, v, w$ axes, respectively.

In addition, local $u'$ and $v'$ coordinates are defined such that they are parallel to $u$ and $v$, but the direction is always chosen to be in positive $\phi, z, r$ directions, irrespective of the orientation of the local coordinate system. For the TID and TEC wedge-shaped sensors, where the topology of the strips is radial, the $u'$- and $v'$-axes change direction across the sensor such that $v'$ is always directed along the strips and therefore $u'$ corresponds to the global $r\phi$-coordinate.

3 Optical survey measurements

Optical surveys taken during module construction and integration provide initial alignment parameters for many of the modules. Additionally, the survey information was used as a constraint in the alignment procedure, as will be described in section 4.1.

Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) data and photogrammetry have been used for the optical survey of the tracker components. While the former were used for measurements of the active elements, the latter were used for the alignment of larger structures. For the inner strip detectors (TIB and TID), both module-level and high-level structure information were used in the analysis. For the outer strip detectors (TOB and TEC), module-level survey data were used only as a conformance criterion during construction, while survey information from high-level structures was used in the analysis. More information on the strip detector surveys can be found in ref. [9].

Detailed optical surveys of the pixel endcap detectors were performed as part of the construction process. First, module positions were measured within a panel, which contains three or four modules. Then the positions of modules were also measured on a half-disk, where 12 panels are placed on each side. Eight fiducial points were measured on the active area of each module, allowing a position measurement precision of about one micron. Some of the module fiducial points were partially obscured by other modules when mounted on a half-disk and thus could not be measured. Good reproducibility of module measurements within a panel was found in the two configurations, allowing an estimate of survey precision. Measurements of the two sides of the half-disk were connected through a touch-probe, which related positions of the touch-probe targets previously measured with CMMs. This also related measurements from the front and the back
panels of blades. Finally, half-disks were placed in the half-cylinders, which were then inserted in the pixel detector volume. Halfdisk and half-cylinder positions were measured with photogrammetry and were related to the positions of the active elements through photo targets, which had been previously measured with CMMs.

In the barrel pixel detector, only two-dimensional measurements of the module positions within a ladder were performed. High-resolution digital images of four nearby fiducial points in neighboring modules were taken. A precision of 2 μm was achieved for longitudinal positions of the modules within a ladder, allowing, in particular, a tight constraint on the z-scale. The relative position of nearby ladders in the half-shells were also surveyed with similar two-dimensional measurements, but were not used in this analysis.

4 Track-based alignment

The goal of the track-based alignment procedures is to determine the module positions from a large sample of reconstructed charged particle trajectories. Each trajectory is built from charge depositions ("hits") on individual detectors, assuming a piece-wise helical track model, incorporating effects from multiple scattering and energy loss. The “Combinatorial Track Finder” (CTF) track algorithm [7] was used to reconstruct the cosmic muon trajectories. The result is a set of track parameters. Five track parameters describe the helical trajectory of a track at the point closest to the nominal interaction point: distance of closest approach in the transverse \( d_{xy} \) and longitudinal \( d_z \) directions, track azimuthal angle \( \phi \), track polar angle \( \theta \), and transverse momentum \( p_T \).

The momentum and angular spectra of cosmic muons reconstructed in the CMS tracker volume are shown in figure 3, where good agreement with MC simulation [10] is observed. These track parameters are defined at the point of closest approach to the CMS nominal interaction point and the absolute value of the \( \phi \) angle is shown, considering all particles traversing CMS from top to bottom. The aligned tracker geometry was used in track reconstruction. The asymmetry about \( \phi = 90^\circ \) is due to the excess of positive over negative cosmic ray particles entering CMS and the bending of charged tracks in the magnetic field of the solenoid. Positively charged cosmic rays tend to peak just above 90° whereas negatively charged cosmic rays tend to peak just below 90°.
The asymmetry about \( \theta = 90^\circ \) is mainly due to the asymmetric location of the cavern shaft. Tracks were selected according to the following criteria. Each track was required to consist of at least eight hits with a signal-to-noise ratio larger than 12 in the silicon strip modules or a probability of the pixel hit matching the template shape [11] of at least 0.001 (0.01) in the local \( u \) (\( v \)) direction. Hits were also rejected if the track angle relative to the local \( uv \) plane was less than 20°. In addition, two hits were required to be on either pixel or double-sided strip modules, allowing a precise measurement of the polar angle \( \theta \). The particle momentum had to be greater than 4 GeV/c, and the \( \chi^2 \) per degree of freedom of the track fit, \( \chi^2/\text{ndf} \), had to be less than 6.0. Outlying hits with large normalized residuals were removed. In total, about 3.2 million tracks were selected for alignment, out of which about 110 000 had at least one pixel hit.

The track reconstruction used the Alignment Position Errors (APE), the estimated uncertainty on the module position in the three global coordinates, which were added in quadrature to the hit errors during the pattern recognition and track fitting procedure. This allowed efficient track reconstruction in the presence of misalignment and a correct pull distribution of track parameters. The determination of APEs is described in section 5.1. The APE values used for the initial track reconstruction before alignment analysis were set to large values as they had to account for possible large displacements of the entire sub-detectors while still guaranteeing an efficient track-hit association.

4.1 Alignment algorithms

The alignment is an optimization problem that can be formulated in the context of linear least squares. Module position corrections ("alignment parameters") \( p \) are determined by minimizing an objective function

\[
\chi^2(p, q) = \sum_{j} \sum_{i} r_{ij}^T(p, q_j)V_{ij}^{-1}r_{ij}(p, q_j),
\]

which can be expressed as the sum over all hits \( i \) on all tracks \( j \) and track parameters \( q_j \), assuming negligible correlations between hits. Track residuals \( r_{ij} = m_{ij} - f_{ij}(p, q_j) \) are defined as the difference between the measured hit position \( m_{ij} \) and the trajectory impact point \( f_{ij} \), both of which are given in the module local coordinate system. The residuals are either one- or two-dimensional vectors, depending on the type of module, and \( V_{ij} \) is either the squared error or the covariance matrix in case of one- or two-dimensional residuals, respectively.

Two statistical methods were employed to solve the alignment problem. Both of them were previously applied to the CMS silicon strip tracker alignment during stand-alone commissioning [9]. The global alignment algorithm ("Millepede II") [12] minimizes the \( \chi^2 \) function in eq. (4.1) by taking into account track and alignment parameters simultaneously. This algorithm has also been previously used in simulation studies of the CMS tracker [13]. Since only the \( n \) alignment parameters \( p \) are of interest, the problem is reduced to the solution of a matrix equation of size \( n \).

The value of \( n \) is of the order of \( 10^5 \) for six degrees of freedom of 16 588 modules. The covariance matrix \( V_{ij} \) is approximated by a diagonal matrix with uncertainties \( \sigma_{ij} \) for uncorrelated hit measurements \( m_{ij} \) of the track \( j \). Given reasonable starting values, \( p_0 \) and \( q_{j0} \), the track model prediction \( f_{ij}(p, q_j) \) can be linearized. Since angular corrections are small, the linearized problem is a good approximation for alignment.
The local iterative algorithm ("Hits and Impact Points") [14] approximates eq. (4.1) by assuming no track parameter \( q \) dependence and therefore ignores correlations between alignment parameters for different modules in one iteration. The trajectory impact point \( f_{\alpha j} \) is recalculated for each hit, removing the hit under consideration from the track fit. The track parameters and correlations between different modules are taken into account through iterations of the minimization procedure and refitting the tracks with new alignment constants after each iteration. The number of iterations is determined empirically. This approach allows a simplification of the formalism and leads to a solution of the six-dimensional matrix equation for the six alignment parameters of each module in each iteration.

The local iterative algorithm permits the inclusion of survey measurements in the formalism of eq. (4.1), as described in ref. [15]. This leads to an additional term in the objective function to be minimized independently for each module in a given iteration:

\[
\chi^2_m(p) = \sum_{i}^{\text{hits}} r_i^T(p)V_i^{-1}r_i(p) + \sum_{j}^{\text{survey}} r_{s j}^T(p)V_{s j}^{-1}r_{s j}(p),
\]

(4.2)

where the original formulation has been modified to include survey information from the \( k \) hierarchical levels for each sub-detector. The track residuals \( r_i(p) \) do not have explicit dependence on track parameters and enter the sum over hits in a given module \( m \). The six-dimensional survey residuals \( r_{s j} \) are defined as the difference between the reference and the current sensor position. The survey measurement covariance matrix \( V_{s j} \) reflects both the survey precision and additional uncertainties due to changes in the detector. These errors can be configured differently for different hierarchy levels and for the degrees of freedom that should be stable, such as the longitudinal direction in a barrel ladder, and those which may change more with time.

The local iterative method uses the full implementation of the Kalman filter track reconstruction algorithm adopted in CMS [7]. It requires a large number of iterations and large computing resources to refit the tracks in each iteration. The global method, instead, allows the determination of alignment parameters, properly accounting for the correlations among them, in a single step. However, the global method does not take into account the effects of material in the tracker and assumes a simple helical trajectory for charged particles. The method also requires a large amount of computer memory and the application of advanced techniques [12] for solving eq. (4.1). Each of the two alignment algorithms was used to obtain module positions independently and a comparison of results between the two complementary approaches was part of the validation of the tracker alignment procedure. After verifying that the two methods yielded consistent results, the final results were obtained by applying the two algorithms in sequence in order to take advantage of their complementary strengths.

### 4.2 Alignment strategy

Single-sided silicon strip modules provide only a one-dimensional measurement in the module plane, along the local \( u \)-coordinate, which effectively translates into a two-dimensional measurement in space. The \( v \)-coordinate is only known to be within the module boundaries, with precision not sufficient for track reconstruction requirements. However, the information from the \( r \phi \) and stereo modules in a double-sided module is combined into a two-dimensional measurement in the combined module plane in both \( u \) and \( v \) for the pattern recognition phase.
Due to the 100 mrad stereo angle between the $r\phi$ and stereo modules, though, a small displacement in $u$ is equivalent to a ten times larger displacement in $v$. Given comparable mounting precision of modules in $u$ and $v$, a smaller $u$ displacement is much more likely than a larger $v$ displacement. In fact, it was found from the data after several attempts at alignment of double-sided modules in $v$, that parameters much larger than the known assembly accuracy were obtained. Whenever possible, the two single-sided components of a double-sided module were aligned separately, but only in the most precise coordinates. The relative alignment of the two sides was found to be consistent with assembly tolerance and at the same time improved track residuals significantly. This fact and the hierarchical structure of the tracker led to multi-step strategies for both alignment methods.

### 4.3 Alignment with the global method

The first step of the global method aligns the highest-level structures (half-barrels, endcaps) with all six degrees of freedom together with all module units, including $r\phi$ and stereo strip modules in a double-sided module, with the most sensitive degrees of freedom each ($u, w, \gamma$, and for pixel modules also $v$). The detector design geometry was chosen as a starting point. A limitation of 46 340 parameters in the program used led to selection criteria for modules to be aligned of more than 25 hits per pixel module and more than 425 hits per strip module. This resulted in the alignment of about 90% of all modules.

In the second step all modules (all double-sided or single-sided strip modules with more than 150 hits and all pixel modules with more than 25 hits) were aligned in the TIB in $u, w, \alpha, \beta, \gamma$; in the pixel system in $u, v, w, \gamma$; and in $u, w, \gamma$ elsewhere. Compared to the previous step, this recovered the remaining 10% of the modules and allowed more degrees of freedom for the TIB, which had larger assembly tolerance, but did not allow independent alignment of the $r\phi$ and stereo modules within double-sided combinations. No alignment of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ was performed in the TOB due to its higher mounting accuracy, and in the TID and TEC, since they were less often traversed by cosmic ray tracks.

The third step was designed to recover lost correlations between the first two steps and had the same configuration as the first step, but the minimum number of hits in the strip modules was increased to 450 with respect to 425 used in the first step.

### 4.4 Alignment with the local method

Module positions as determined from optical surveys were used as the starting point in the local method. The difference of the starting geometry to that of the global method was motivated by the use of survey information in the minimization procedure, as described in section 4.1. However, for both methods the initial geometry did not affect the results significantly. The alignment with the local algorithm started with the large structures and then proceeded in order of increasing granularity down to the module units in order to speed up convergence. The small fraction (4%) of tracks passing through the pixel detector suggested a modified approach in which the silicon strip modules were first aligned without pixel information. The hits from the structures not yet aligned were excluded from the track fit. The APE values were set high at the beginning of the alignment process (several hundreds of microns depending on the sub-detector), and were progressively re-
duced to a few tens of microns in subsequent alignment steps. The values of the APEs were kept fixed within each alignment step.

The alignment with the local method was carried out in six steps. In the first step (15 iterations), the half-barrels of BPIX, TIB, and TOB were aligned as rigid bodies with four degrees of freedom ($u,v,w,\gamma$). In order to have a better sensitivity along the global $z$-direction, only tracks passing through the pixel barrel system were used. In the second step (15 iterations), the endcaps of the FPIX, TID, and TEC were aligned in the same four degrees of freedom. The third alignment step (30 iterations) moved the strip modules (treating double-sided modules as rigid bodies) in all six degrees of freedom. Data from the optical survey measurements (or design geometry if no survey information was available) were used according to eq. (4.2). The information on the module positions within a higher-hierarchy structure, for example within a string of TIB, was used in the $\chi^2$ minimization. This proved to be useful for both limiting the movement of modules in poorly constrained degrees of freedom and aligning modules that had fewer than the required number of hits. In the fourth step (30 iterations), the strip module units (treating $r\phi$ and stereo strip modules in a double-sided module independently) with at least 50 hits were aligned in three degrees of freedom ($u,w,\gamma$). In step five (15 iterations), the ladders of the pixel detector were aligned in six degrees of freedom. Finally in the sixth step (15 iterations), the pixel modules with at least 30 hits were aligned in all six degrees of freedom.

After every step the alignment parameters were checked for convergence. Fewer than 20 modules failed to converge since they were moved to implausible positions by the algorithm. The alignment parameters for these modules were left at the survey values. It was found that in some cases the basic procedure needed to be applied a second time in order to improve the convergence for the alignment of the large-scale structures. However, as will be discussed in the next section, the final alignment results were derived from a sequential approach involving both the global and the local method, and for this reason the local method was limited to a single set of steps.

4.5 Alignment with the combined method

The strength of the global method is solving effectively the global correlations, while for the local method it is that the same track fit is used as in the standard CMS reconstruction, and that survey information can easily be incorporated thus allowing for alignment with more degrees of freedom. In order to take advantage of both methods, the final alignment parameters were produced starting from the output of the global method analysis described in section 4.3, then further aligning the tracker with the local method presented in section 4.4.

The alignment strategy adopted by the local algorithm was modified to exploit the already good starting position of the modules provided by the global method. The APEs were kept fixed at 10 $\mu$m in the barrels and 30 $\mu$m in the endcaps, similar to those described in section 5.1. In the first step of the local method (30 iterations), all strip modules (treating double-sided modules as rigid bodies) were aligned in six degrees of freedom using track and survey information. In the second step (20 iterations), the strip module units (treating $r\phi$ and stereo strip modules in a double-sided module independently) were aligned in three degrees of freedom ($u,w,\gamma$). Pixel modules were not aligned in the first two steps, although pixel hits were included in the track fit. Finally, in the last step (20 iterations), the pixel modules were aligned in six degrees of freedom. Modules for which the fit did not converge were left at the position obtained by the global algorithm.
5 Results and validation

The alignment analysis was performed after the proper calibration of both the strip and pixel detectors [7, 8]. In particular, an appropriate Lorentz angle calibration was applied. A Lorentz angle miscalibration would result in a systematic shift of the effective charge collection position, in the same \( u \)-direction for all the modules with the same relative orientation between the solenoid and the drift field. Since this would appear as an effective shift of the module, it would not be evident if corrected for by the alignment. Therefore, for validation purpose only, alignment results were checked with the data collected both with \( 0 \, \text{T} \) and with \( 3.8 \, \text{T} \) solenoid fields. The precision achieved in the alignment analysis is such that there should be clear evidence for a Lorentz angle miscalibration with an effective shift of only a few microns. In fact, good agreement with the Lorentz angle calibration [7] was found.

Several approaches were employed to validate the alignment results. The low-level quantities that were used in the \( \chi^2 \) minimization, such as residuals and the \( \chi^2/\text{ndf} \) of the tracks, were monitored. Given the limited size of the alignment track sample, it was used both for alignment and validation. In addition, a high-level validation analysis was performed to monitor the track parameter resolution. Moreover, techniques for comparing positions of modules within differently derived geometries, described in sections 5.5 and 5.6, allowed a better understanding of the alignment performance.

5.1 Calibration of alignment position errors

In the track refit the APEs for each hit were assumed to be the same in the three spatial directions. For an alignment performed using cosmic ray tracks, the precision of the alignment varies within a given sub-detector because of the different illumination of modules due to their orientation relative to cosmic rays. The radius of the sphere representing the APE for each module, \( r_{\text{sphere}} \), was therefore taken to be \( r_{\text{sphere}} = r_0 / \sqrt{N_{\text{entries}}} \), where \( N_{\text{entries}} \) represents the number of hits in a module. The value of \( r_0 \) was chosen in order to have the Gaussian standard deviation of the distribution of the residuals normalized to their error approximately equal to one in the symmetric interval covering 95% of the distribution. In the TIB and TOB, a common \( r_0 \) value was defined for each layer and separately for the \( r_\phi \) and stereo components of the double-sided layers. Elsewhere the value of \( r_0 \) was defined at the sub-detector level. The values of \( r_{\text{sphere}} \) were restricted to reasonable values, especially in the case of small or zero \( N_{\text{entries}} \), where a precision compatible with survey and assembly data was used. APEs were calibrated using the set of alignment parameters obtained from the combined method. Examples of the distribution of the normalized residuals after the calibration of the APEs are shown in figure 4.

5.2 Track fit quality and hit residuals

All tracks used in the validation procedure were refitted with APEs corresponding to the alignment parameters obtained with the combined method. The loose track selection described in section 4 was applied. To avoid a bias in the determination of the hit residuals, the track prediction was calculated without information from the hit under consideration. The track \( \chi^2/\text{ndf} \) distribution is shown in figure 5. The hit residuals in the \( u' \) and \( v' \) directions are shown in figure 6. The hit residual width is dominated by two effects other than alignment: track extrapolation uncertainties due to
Figure 4. Distributions of normalized track residuals after the APE calibration procedure: BPIX (left), TIB (center), and TOB (right). Solid lines represent the results of Gaussian fits and the fit mean and sigma values are given within the plots. The alignment obtained from the combined method was used.

Figure 5. Distributions of the $\chi^2$/ndf of the tracks before alignment (dotted line) and after alignment with the local (dashed-dotted line), global (dashed line), and combined (solid line) methods.

multiple scattering and hit position reconstruction uncertainties. Both of these effects are random, while misalignment leads to systematic shifts of the residuals. For this reason, the distribution of the median of the residuals (DMR) is taken as the most appropriate measure of alignment. Median distributions are shown in figure 7 and the corresponding RMS values of these distributions are given in table 1.

To check the statistical precision of track-based alignment a MC simulation was performed in which module positions from the combined method obtained with data were used as the starting geometry in the MC alignment procedure. This approach in MC effectively models the situation in data prior to and during the alignment. The resulting DMRs are also shown in figure 7 and the RMS values listed in table 1. For comparison, the distributions obtained from the ideal MC simulation are presented in figure 7 as well.

The middle columns of table 1 reflect different stages of alignment: the initial situation with no alignment, alignment with tracks using the global and local methods, and finally with the combined method. Table 1 also includes results from MC simulations based on combined and ideal geometries. For the 2D pixel detectors both $u'$ and $v'$ coordinate measurements are quoted. Over-
all, there is significant improvement in the track reconstruction going from the geometry without any alignment, to the alignment using tracks with the local and the global method, and finally to the combined result. With respect to cosmic ray trajectories, the module positions were determined to an average precision of 3–4 \( \mu \text{m} \) RMS in the barrel and 3–14 \( \mu \text{m} \) RMS in the endcaps in the most sensitive coordinate. These values are in agreement with the expected statistical precision as determined using simulated events. They are also comparable to values obtained from a MC simulation based on the ideal detector geometry.

5.3 Residuals in overlapping module regions

A further method to monitor and validate the results of the alignment is to use the hits from tracks passing through regions where modules overlap within a layer of the tracker. This method, described in detail in ref. [16], is also used to measure the hit resolution of the sensors [7]. In this method, the difference in residual values for the two measurements in the overlapping modules is compared, once the hits in the layer under consideration are removed from the track fit. The proximity of the hits reduces the amount of material between the two hits and minimizes the uncertainties on the predicted positions associated with track propagation. Deviations between
Figure 7. Distribution of $\mu_{1/2}$, the median of the residuals, for modules with more than 30 hits, shown for BPIX (top left $u'$, top right $v'$), FPIX (second row left $u'$, second row right $v'$), TIB (third row left), TOB (third row right), TID (bottom left), and TEC (bottom right). Shown are distributions before alignment (black dotted), after alignment with the combined method (red solid), combined method MC (green dashed), and ideal MC (blue dash-dotted).
Table 1. RMS of the distribution of the median of the residuals (DMR) in the \( u' \) and \( v' \) local coordinates for modules with more than 30 hits. The number of these modules compared to the total number of modules is stated in the last column. Four geometries are considered: those obtained with the three methods discussed in the text and the geometry before alignment. Results from simulations based on the combined alignment and ideal geometries are shown for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>before [( \mu \text{m} )]</th>
<th>global [( \mu \text{m} )]</th>
<th>local [( \mu \text{m} )]</th>
<th>combined [( \mu \text{m} )]</th>
<th>combined MC [( \mu \text{m} )]</th>
<th>ideal MC [( \mu \text{m} )]</th>
<th>modules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BPIX (( u' ))</td>
<td>328.7</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>757/768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPIX (( v' ))</td>
<td>274.1</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>393/672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPIX (( u' ))</td>
<td>389.0</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>2623/2724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPIX (( v' ))</td>
<td>385.8</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>5129/5208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIB (( u' ))</td>
<td>712.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>807/816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOB (( u' ))</td>
<td>168.6</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>6318/6400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TID (( u' ))</td>
<td>295.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>339/360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEC (( u' ))</td>
<td>216.9</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>6318/6400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. RMS of the mean of the distributions of the relative shift between overlapping module pairs, scaled by \( 1/\sqrt{2} \) to account for the two independent measurements. Results are shown for the three data and two MC geometries described in the text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>before [( \mu \text{m} )]</th>
<th>survey [( \mu \text{m} )]</th>
<th>combined [( \mu \text{m} )]</th>
<th>combined MC [( \mu \text{m} )]</th>
<th>ideal MC [( \mu \text{m} )]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BPIX (( u ))</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPIX (( v ))</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIB (( u ))</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOB (( u ))</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reconstructed hits and the predicted positions allow an assessment of the relative alignment between two adjacent modules. A non-zero mean of a Gaussian fit to the distribution of residual differences indicates a relative shift between the modules. A relative rotation between the modules can be seen in the dependence of the differences between the residuals and the track position predictions on the modules under study, where the slope indicates the magnitude of the residual rotation. This would also lead to an increase in the width of the Gaussian fitted to the distribution of the differences between the residuals, and can be minimized by requiring that the slopes be small, as is done in the hit resolution measurement [7]. Any quantitative assessment is nevertheless difficult since it is not easy to disentangle the contributions of the rotations around the different axes.

Only events with a single reconstructed track were used in this analysis. Module pairs with more than 35 (100) hits in the overlap region were analyzed in the pixel (strip) detectors. Only barrel layers satisfied these requirements. The lower hit requirement in the pixel modules reflects their smaller area and leads to correspondingly less precise mean values.
The relative shifts are shown in figure 8. In the strip detectors, the relative shift can be measured in the local $u$-coordinate. In the pixel detector, this shift can be measured both in the local $u$ and local $v$ coordinates. The RMS of the distribution of the mean values are given in table 2, where the values are scaled by $1/\sqrt{2}$ to account for two independent measurements. The corresponding mean values of the distributions after alignment are 1.5 $\mu$m or less. The expectation from MC, for both aligned as well as ideal geometry, is in good agreement with the distribution of the median of residuals quoted in table 1, where results in the pixel detector are more affected by the small size of the overlap sample. The differences in data may be a sign of yet unquantified systematic effects, like the aplanar distortions of modules. While the distributions of hit residuals taken over the full active region of the modules tend to be well centered, this is not always the case for distributions in the overlap regions, which are located at the edges of the active areas in the modules. However, this effect is smaller then 10 $\mu$m in the most precise $u$ direction and is 13 $\mu$m in the $v$ direction in the pixel barrel modules. There is also visible improvement of the results with survey geometry compared to the geometry before alignment in the TIB, while in the TOB no module-level survey was done and in the BPIX no survey data between overlapping ladders were used either.

### 5.4 Track parameter resolution

The track parameter resolutions can be validated with independent reconstruction of the upper and the lower portions of cosmic ray tracks and comparison of track parameters at the point of closest approach to the nominal beamline. Both the upper and lower track segments were required to have
Figure 9. Differences between upper and lower track segment parameters measured at the point of closest approach to the beamline and scaled by $1/\sqrt{2}$. Distributions are shown for the distance of closest approach in the transverse direction $d_{xy}$ (top left), the same in the longitudinal direction $d_z$ (top right), the track azimuthal angle $\phi$ (middle left), the track polar angle $\theta$ (middle right), and $1/p_T$ (bottom left). The plot on the bottom right shows the $1/p_T$ difference normalized to its error, that is $(1/p_T \mid 1/p_T) / \sqrt{\sigma_{1/p_T,1}^2 + \sigma_{1/p_T,2}^2}$. Results are shown for four geometries: data before alignment (black dotted lines), data with combined method alignment (red solid), combined method MC (green dashed), and ideal MC (blue dash-dotted).

at least three pixel hits. This mimics the topology of collision tracks. The track segments were reconstructed independently. Figure 9 shows the difference between upper and lower portions of tracks for all five track parameters. There is significant improvement due to tracker alignment, with good agreement between data and MC simulations. The results of the combined method are approaching those of a MC simulation with ideal detector geometry. The $p_T$ measurements are most sensitive to the strip part of the tracker, while the other four parameters are dominated by the alignment of the pixel detector. The normalized distributions in figure 9 also show that the error estimates on the track parameters are in good agreement with predictions from MC simulations. Figure 10 shows the dependence of the resolution on $p_T$ for the track parameters $d_{xy}$ and $1/p_T$. 
5.5 Systematic misalignment studies

A global translation and rotation of the whole tracker is an example of a trivial transformation which leaves the $\chi^2$ value of eq. (4.1) unchanged. This transformation has no effect on the internal alignment and is easily resolved by a suitable convention when defining the global reference frame. The convention that the center-of-gravity of all modules coincides with the design position was used in this work. A similar convention was used for the rotation of the tracker.

There are, however, non-trivial transformations, so-called “weak” modes, that also preserve the $\chi^2$ value of eq. (4.1) and are of larger concern. The presence of weak modes in the geometry resulting from track-based alignment was investigated following the approach described in ref. [15]. Nine systematic distortions, in $\Delta r$, $\Delta \phi$, and $\Delta z$ as a function of $r$, $\phi$, and $z$ were applied to the aligned geometry. Studies were performed with both global and local alignment methods and the results presented here were obtained with the global method. The systematically misaligned geometries were used as a starting point and the alignment procedure described in section 4 was repeated. The nine geometries obtained after the alignments were then compared to the original aligned geometry to see if the distortions can be recovered by the alignment procedure.

The results were analyzed separately for the pixel (BPIX and FPIX), barrel strip (TIB and TOB), and forward strip (TID and TEC) sub-detectors. The remaining displacements of the modules in the TIB and TOB, which are expected to have the best illumination from cosmic ray tracks, are shown in figure 11 for four systematic deformations: the layer rotation ($\Delta \phi = c_1 + c_2 r$), the twist deformation ($\Delta \phi = c_1 z$), the skew ($\Delta z = c_1 \cos \phi$), and the $z$-expansion ($\Delta z = c_1 z$). The layer rotation can be well recovered in alignment with cosmic ray tracks, while the scatter in the module position difference is an evidence for weak modes in other projections. The twist and the skew deformations are reflected to a lesser degree in track $\chi^2$, and therefore are only partially recovered. Finally, as the distribution of the track $\chi^2$ changes only marginally with respect to the $z$-expansion, this deformation cannot be recovered using cosmic ray tracks only.
Figure 11. Comparison of the position of the TIB and TOB modules with respect to the geometry obtained with the global method after applying systematic distortions (black solid lines) and after alignment (red dots) is shown on the left for layer rotation (top row), twist (second row), skew (third row), and z-expansion (bottom row) weak modes. For the twist misalignment, the shorter and longer solid lines correspond to the modules in the inner layer of the TIB and in the outer layer of the TOB, respectively. The plots on the right show the distributions of the corresponding track $\chi^2/\text{ndf}$ after the alignment with the global method (blue solid line), after introducing the systematic misalignment (black dashed line), and after re-aligning (red solid line, below the blue solid line).
Radial deformations are generally recovered using constraints from overlapping modules. Also, mid-plane differences between the upper and lower legs of cosmic ray tracks are sensitive to deformations that differently affect the upper and lower parts of the tracker, including the layer rotation and telescope ($\Delta z = c_1 r$) modes. However, more subtle deformations, including those discussed above, may be difficult to recover with cosmic ray tracks alone. Additional information with tracks from LHC beam interactions, which should be uniform in $\phi$, and with additional constraints from the vertices and the masses of resonances, may provide better sensitivity to those systematic deformations. In principle, the Laser Alignment System (section 5.7) and hierarchical survey measurements provide complementary information, but evaluating systematic biases in those measurements is a challenging task.

5.6 Study of detector geometry

Two sets of comparisons between geometries obtained from track-based alignment with data have been performed: a comparison between the geometries from the local and the global methods, and a comparison between the geometry obtained with the combined method with respect to the design one. A comparison between two geometries is done after correcting for an overall residual shift and rotation of the whole detector, or a sub-detector, with respect to its center-of-gravity.

Figure 12 shows the distribution of the differences between the $r\phi$ positions of the 768 BPIX modules obtained with the local and the global methods. The RMS of the distribution is about 12 $\mu$m. The distribution of the differences between the $z$ positions is similar once the two main weak modes, $\Delta z$ vs. $z$ and $\Delta z$ vs. $\phi$, are properly identified and removed by the means of the fit with the functions shown in the left of figure 11. Similar module-by-module comparisons were performed on larger structures, like the TIB or TOB, where weak modes cannot be easily removed, and on coordinates for which the track-based alignment with cosmic rays has a limited sensitivity. This led to distributions characterized by a larger spread. This is also confirmed by alignment on simulated data and limits the accuracy of the absolute position determination.

Assuming that the geometry of the tracker is best described by the one obtained with the
combined method, a comparison with the design geometry indicates that the two BPIX half-barrels are shifted along the vertical axis by about 0.4 mm and the two half-barrels of the TIB have an extra separation along the \( z \) axis of about 5 mm. Both displacements are mechanically possible. The large displacement of the TIB half-barrels is supported by the optical survey measurements described in ref. [9]. Figure 13 shows the displacement in the \( y \)- and in the \( z \)-coordinates of the BPIX and TIB modules with respect to their design position. In the case of the TIB, a large scatter of the \( z \)-coordinate of the modules with respect to their design position is observed. The modulation of the displacement as a function of the \( \phi \) position of the module can be explained by the presence of the weak mode skew in the combined geometry, as discussed in the previous section.

5.7 Validation with the Laser Alignment System

An independent test of the silicon tracker alignment was provided by the Laser Alignment System (LAS), which uses a system of 40 infrared laser beams (\( \lambda = 1075 \) nm) to survey the position of the large-scale structure elements of the tracker. The LAS measurements are available for 434 silicon strip modules, which are distributed over eight azimuthal sectors. The light is detected directly on the active area of the silicon sensors and therefore provides excellent beam position resolution with respect to the module sensitive area. For each TEC disk, there are 16 modules distributed uniformly in \( \phi \) at two radial positions that are intersected by laser beams. Furthermore, the LAS is capable of measuring the relative orientation of both endcaps and the TIB and TOB half-barrels. The TID and the pixel detector are not included in the LAS.

Operation of the LAS during data-taking was mainly devoted to commissioning. In total, 31 out of the 40 laser beams were fully operational during this period. The available data were used
to calculate the relative positions of the TEC disks. Using LAS measurements in the alignment procedure by means of additional terms to eq. (4.1) is not discussed in this paper.

For the calculation of the alignment parameters from LAS data, the TEC disks were treated as solid objects, each with one rotational and two translational degrees of freedom. Additional degrees of freedom resulted from the fact that the beam directions may deviate from their nominal values at the level of 1 mrad. The calculation was based on an analytical approach for solving the $\chi^2$-minimization problem for the laser hit residuals.

For comparison, the position of the TEC disks was also calculated from the results of the track-based alignment using the combined method, where only the position of the modules illuminated by the LAS beams were considered, for consistency. Figure 14 compares the results of the measurements for positive $z$ side TEC disks from the cosmic ray data analysis, the LAS data analysis, the LAS sector test [9], and optical survey. All data are in good agreement. However, it is difficult to estimate the systematic uncertainties in the results for the track-based alignment due to the effects discussed in section 5.5. Small movements of particular disks are expected between the sector test and optical survey measurements and the CRAFT results from the LAS and the track-based alignment. The optical surveys were done with the endcaps in a vertical orientation whereas they have a horizontal orientation within the tracker.

As a comparison to track-based results, the laser hit residuals, defined as the difference between the nominal and the measured laser hit position along the $\phi$-coordinate, have been determined from the tracker geometry before alignment as well as assuming the geometry from the combined method. Corrections have been made for deviations of the beams from their nominal orientations. The results are shown in figure 15. Assuming the aligned geometry as measured with tracks, the overall RMS of the residual distribution decreases significantly with respect to the before alignment case (cf. table 3). For the modules in the TEC, the RMS decreases by more than a factor of two, while the effect in the TOB is slightly smaller. The largest relative improvement is observed for the TIB modules. However, the resulting RMS of 200 $\mu$rad for TIB modules remains...
Table 3. RMS of laser hit residuals ($\phi_{\text{nominal}} - \phi_{\text{measured}}$) for the TEC, TIB, and TOB before and after alignment with the combined alignment method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TIB [µrad]</th>
<th>TOB [µrad]</th>
<th>TEC [µrad]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>before align.</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aligned</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15. Laser hit residuals ($\phi_{\text{nominal}} - \phi_{\text{measured}}$) for the TEC (left), TIB (middle), and TOB (right), using the geometry before alignment (dashed black line) and the geometry obtained from the combined alignment method (solid red line).

larger than in the other sub-detectors. The observed residual widths may reflect an insufficient calibration of the lasers and a non-optimized laser beam correction procedure. Furthermore, weak modes for which the track-based alignment with cosmic rays has limited sensitivity may contribute to the residual distributions observed in the LAS studies.

6 Summary and discussion

In summary, results of the first full alignment of the CMS tracker have been presented. Two algorithms have been used to determine the positions of all 16 588 silicon modules. The two alignment methods have been combined sequentially to take into account most effectively both global and local correlations of module positions. The results are based on the analysis of about three million cosmic ray tracks recorded with a 3.8 T magnetic field.

The precision of the detector positions with respect to particle trajectories has been derived from the distribution of the median of the cosmic muon track residuals to be on average 3–4 µm RMS in the barrel and 3–14 µm RMS in the endcaps in the most sensitive coordinate. These results are supported by the difference of the residuals in regions where modules overlap within a layer, thus reducing effects of multiple scattering in the calculation of the residuals. Nevertheless, additional small systematic effects may still be present. The achieved tracker resolution in all five track parameters has been checked with a study of the two halves of a cosmic ray track and
compared with predictions from a detailed detector simulation. The measured resolutions are close to those that would be observed in a detector with perfectly placed modules.

Overall, a significant improvement in track fit performance compared either to using the before alignment or survey geometry has been observed. The resulting aligned geometry allows a study of the assembly precision of the individual sub-detectors. A comparison of module positions obtained with complementary methods supports findings based on track residuals. Nonetheless, certain deformations in the geometry that do not change the $\chi^2$ of the tracks, cannot be ruled out due to the largely vertical nature of the cosmic track data.

Clear improvement in the LAS residuals is observed when using the result of the track based alignment. The stand-alone LAS data analysis agrees well with that from previous tests and with survey alignment. The operation of the LAS has shown that the laser beams operate properly.

Experience gained in the alignment analysis of the silicon modules with cosmic ray particles is valuable in preparation for the CMS tracker alignment with the data from LHC collisions, which is critical to achieving the physics goals of the CMS detector. Integration of measurements from cosmic ray and collision tracks, LAS, and survey will be critical for the optimal tracker alignment with the first data expected from LHC beam collisions. Because the track parameter resolutions are close to the design performance with cosmic ray data already, statistical uncertainties in track parameters are not expected to be considerably affected by alignment at CMS startup with data from beam collisions.
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